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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following paper is based on a series of lectures given to an 
Analysis Seminar at the University of California, San Diego during the 
academic year 1968-1969. The lectures were based on parts of Lennart 
Carleson’s book “Selected Problems on Exceptional Sets,” Van Nostrand 
Mathematical Studies, No. 13. The treatment of the subject given here 
has been much influenced by the theory of Dirichlet spaces as developed 
by A. Beurling and J. Deny (for example, in “Sur les espaces de 
Dirichlet,” by Jacques Deny, which appeared in the Seminaire de 
ThCorie du Potentiel, annee 1957, FacultC des Sciences de Paris). 
The theory of capacities given here is for the unit circle (i.e., 
{.z EC : / z 1 = l}, which will hereafter be denoted by T). This is 
mainly for the sake of simplicity, and most of the results and their 
proofs can be adapted for the case of R”, and in fact, for any locally 
compact Abelian group. 
In Section 2 we assume the existence of a kernel K E L1( T) satisfying 
certain regularity conditions, and obtain a Hilbert space XK (with 
ZK C p2( T) as sets) associated with K. We then develop a potential 
theory for XK, and this enables us to define a capacity theory on T. 
Section 3 gives conditions on the Fourier coefficients of the kernel K 
which will ensure that K satisfies the regularity requirements of 
Section 2. In particular we show that given any f E Zz( T) there exists a 
kernel K satisfying the regularity conditions and such that f E SK . 
In Section 4 we apply the theory obtained in Section 2 to prove some 
convergence results which we believe are new. The main result of this 
section is the proof of a certain inequality involving the Hardy- 
Littlewood maximal function off, for any f E XK . In his book Carleson 
establishes this inequality for a kernel K of a very special type. 
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From our inequality we show that if f E SK then the Abel sums off 
converge except on a set of capacity zero. Since, given any f E Z2(T) 
there sexists a kernel K with f E %K, we have sharpened the classical 
result of Fatou. 
2. POTENTIAL AND CAPACITY THEORY 
Consider a sequence h, : Z ---t R such that 0 < X0 < X, , and 
A, = A-, . 
We suppose that the sequence also satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) For every h > 0 we have {l/(h, + h));=;_, is positive definite; 
(2) There exists K ELM, with K continuous in R, infinite only 
at 0, and such that Z?(n) = l/h,. ; 
(3) There exists a constant cr such that for all 0 < x < y < 7r 
we have K(y) < crK(~); 
(4) There exists a constant c2 such that for all 0 < x < x/2 we 
have K(x) < c,K(2x). 
The above conditions immediately imply that we also have K > 0 and 
K is symmetric. Note that if, for example, {h,}& is an increasing 
concave sequence (with h, > 0) then (1) and (2) are certainly satisfied. 
We consider the Hilbert space XX whose elements are 
with the norm given by (1 f IIK = EzGTw If( hn]1/2. 
We immediately have 
(a) Iff E %, thenfE Xi and IfIlK = Ilf IIK ; 
(b) If f and g are in SK and are real, then (f, g) is real (this follows 
from (a) and the polarization identity); 
(4 Iff E Xi then Ilf II1 < Ilf II2 d lifillflk ; 
(d) Writing C(T) for th e continuous functions on T we have 
C(T) n XK is dense in C(T) (with respect ‘to the uniform norm) and 
is dense-in SK (with respect to the norm on SK) (this follows since 
any trigonometric polynomial is in C(T) n ti,). 
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We note at this point that condition (1) above implies that {A,} is a 
negative definite sequence (although we will not use any of the theory 
of negative definite sequences in the following development), since we 
have 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. Let # : G -+ R 
be continuous, with # > 0 and $I(%) = #(-x) for x E G. Then $J is negative 
definite if and only if for all X > 0 we have l/(# + h) is positive dejinite. 
Proof. Suppose Q!J is negative definite. Then for any h > 0 we have 
+ + h is > 0, continuous, and negative definite. Hence I/(# + A) is 
positive definite. 
Conversely suppose for all X > 0 we have l/(11, + h) is positive 
definite. Then for all t > 0 we have l/( 1 + t$) is positive definite. 
Let pr ,..., pn E R with p1 + a** + pn = 0, and let x1 ,..., x, E G. Then 
But 
1 t2$qxi - Xj) 
1 + +(%i - xj) = l - tlCl(xi - xj> + 1 + t+cxi _ xj) * 
Thus 
O G i PiPj - t f PiPj*(xi - %j) + t2 i PiPj 1 4~(x~~‘,j) 
i,j=l i,j=l i,j=l 
= -’ f PiPi#(% - xj) + t2 f PiPj 1 +J’Ti& 2xjj . 
iA=1 i.j=l 
Since this holds for all t > 0 we must have 
Therefore # is negative definite. 
THEOREM 1. If u E G, then I u I E %k and II I u I IIK < II u IIK - 
Proof. This follows from the Levy-Kintchine formula, since {A,} is 
negative definite, but we give a simple direct proof here. 
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For h > 0 we have {l/(A, + A)} is p osi ive t definite so there exists 
pA E M+(T) (the nonnegative Bore1 measures on T) such that bA(n) = 
l/(X, + A). We define an operator RA : L2( T) -+ L2( T) by Rhf = f * pA . 
We also define a function H,, : L2(T) --+ R by HA(f) = X(f - %f,f )z = 
h J 1 f 12 - A2 J R,,f * J. (Note that since R, is self-adjoint we have that 
HA(L2( T)) C R.) It is clear that Hh( 1 f I) < H,(f ). NOW 
For each n, h/(h + A,) 1 1 as h t co. Thus HA(f) t 1) f 11: as h 1 co. 
Therefore II If I II; < Ilf IIt. 
Given TV, v E M+(T) we define u, = K * TV (the potential associated 
with p), and 
MPL, 4 = j K * P dv (= j K * v dv = j j K(x - Y) 444 WY)). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose pn -+ TV, vg -+ v weakly, where pn , TV, v, , 
v E M+(T). Then 
(i) hnaoo 4&h , v,) > UP, 4; 
(ii) l&rr+a, U&> 3 %M; 
(iii) &n+zo uu(%L) 2 G%)* 
Proof. (ii) and (iii) f 11 o ow immediately from (i) on choosing appro- 
priate point masses. 
Since pn -+ p, v, -+ v weakly there exists M such that [j /.L~ //, // p 11, 
\I v, I(, 11 v 1) < M. Let K, = K A m. 
= j j K& - Y) 444 4s - V)(Y) + j j K& - Y) d(r-Ln - 1-44 dv(y) 
= j j K& - Y> 4s - V)(Y) 444 + j j K& - Y) d&n - 144 W9. 
Let g,(x) = J K,(x - y) d(vn - v)(y). Then { gn} are equicontinuous 
and for all x E T we have g,(x) -+ 0 as n --t co. Thusg, A. 0 uniformly as 
6071611-6 
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n -+ co. Therefore JlK,(x - y) d(v, - V)(Y) d&x) = Jg,(x) dpn(x) -+ 0 
as n --t co. Similarly JJK,(x - y) d(~~ - p)(x) dv(y) + 0 as n -+ co. 
Thus IK,(p, v> = limndrn IKm(pn ,G). But IKm(pn , 4 d 44~~ , v,). Thus 
lim,+m II&-% , 4 a &JP, v). Since this holds for all m, we have by 
the monotone convergence theorem that (i) holds. 
Note that u, is continuous on T - supp(p). 
Given u E XK we say u is a pure potential if there exists p E M+(T) 
such that 
k, 4 = j” gdcL for all g E C(T) n SK. 
(If such a p exists it is clearly unique.) 
By putting g = e in it is easy to check that we have in fact u = u, , 
i.e., u = K * p. (We really have that u and U, are in the same equivalence 
class, but will say they are the same unless any confusion seems likely.) 
Therefore u is a pure potential if and only if u E XK and there exists 
PEA!+(T) with u = u,. 
It is simple to prove that linear combinations of pure potentials 
are dense in XK . 
LEMMA 2. If p E M+(T) and u, is bounded on supp(p), then given 
6 > 0 there exists p6 and v, in M+(T) with p = pLs + v, , I/ v, 11 < 6, and 
U rs continuous. 
Proof. Let fn’(x) = Jly-zl<l,n K(x - y) dp(y). Then for each 
x E supp(p) we have fn’(x) + 0 as n + co. Applying Egoroff’s theorem 
to the measure space (supp(p), /J) we have, given 6 > 0, there exists a 
closed set F C supp(p) such that p(supp(p) - F) < 6 and f%‘(x) -+ 0 
uniformly on F. Let pLs = p 1 F, v8=pI(T-F). Then IIvsI/ (6, 
and CL = ps + vs. Ah defining f,(x) = ~~~~~~~~~~ K(x -Y) d&y), 
we have f,(x) < fn’(x) and so f,(x) + 0 uniformly on F. In fact, suppose 
f,(x)<r,forxEF,whereE,-+Oasn-+co.Letx,EFandx,--+x,. 
We can write 
so 
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Now for each m, let & be the unique point of F which is to the “left” 
of x, and is closest to x, . Similarly let qna be the corresponding point 
on the “right.” (Of course if xna E F then 5, = qrn = x, .) Then for 
any y E F we have 
my - %> G ClMY - cn) + WY - %&)I7 
so 
f&m) = I,,-, 
m 
,<l,n QY - %) (IcLdY) 
B Cl 
[S ,y--2 m  
,<l,n WY - LJ 4%(Y) + J,,-, 
m  
,<l,n K(Y - 7wJ 44(Y)] 
d Cl CS IV-Cml<l/n K(Y - &?I) 44(Y) + /,u-n,,<l,n K(Y - &J 4%(Y) 
Therefore Em,,, u,g(x,) < 24,g(x0) + 241 + c&, . Letting n -+ 00 
gives Em,, u&h) < uw8txd But from Theorem 2 we have 
!i&& Us, > u,~(x,,). Therefore u,~(x) is continuous for all x E F, 
and thus is continuous for all x E T. 
THEOREM 3. If p G M+(T) an d u, is bounded on supp(p), then u, E ZK 
and II u, II: = I&, P). If we also have v E M+(T), with u, bounded on 
supp(v), then tu, ,uJ = I&, 4. 
Proof. We first suppose that u, is continuous. Let Pr(uy) be the 
r-th Abel sum for u, . Then 
=,z, 
rlnl 1 4,(n)12 A,. 
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Since u, is continuous PT(uU) + u, uniformly as r -+ 1. Also 
C,“,-m rlnl 1 22,(n)12 h, -+ 11 U, 11: as Y -+ 1. Therefore U, E XK and 
II&> PL) = II %llli~ 
Now suppose u, is not continuous. Given n 3 1 we choose, using 
Lemma 2, pLn, v, E M+(T) with p = pn + v, , uUn continuous, and 
II v, II < l/n. Th en pLn + p weakly, and since IK(pn , pn) < I&, CL) we 
have by Theorem 2 that I&, p) = limn+m IK(pLn , CL,). But 
so limn+m II uun IIK = II u, IIK . Therefore, since IK(pn ,1-4 = II uMn Iii, we 
have that u, E SK and I&, CL) = II U, 11:. 
The other part of the theorem is proved in a similar way. 
We now prove some theorems concerning the space XK : 
THEOREM 4. The pure potentials are nonnegative. For u E ZK to be 
a pure potential it is necessary and suficient that 
or, equivalently, 
(*Y 9(u, v) > 0 for all v E XK with 9% > 0. 
Proof, That pure potentials are nonnegative is trivial since K > 0. 
It is also clear that (*) and (*)’ are equivalent. By definition all pure 
potentials satisfy (*)’ for v E C(T) n SK with 9% 3 0, and thus by 
taking limits for all v E XK with 9% > 0 it is easy to show that 
C(T) n ZK+ is dense in XK f. Suppose u satisfies (*)‘. The mapping 
S : C(T) n XK + C given by Sv = (v, u) is linear and positive and 
since C(T) n SK is dense in C(T), S can be extended to all of C(T). 
There thus exists a p E M+(T) such that for all g E C(T) n A$ we have 
Sg = lg dp, i.e., (g, 4 = j-i&. 
Therefore u is a pure potential. 
THEOREM 5. Let u, v be two pure potentials. Dejine j by j(x) = 
min{u(x), v(x)}. Then j is a pure potential. 
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(Note that the proof is in SK , so if f = u, for some w f M+(T) we may 
only have u,(x) = min{u(x), V(X)} holding almost everywhere.) 
Proof. Let B = (w E SK : 9%‘~ > f}. d is a convex, nonvoid closed 
subset of SK . Let fi be the unique element in d having minimum norm. 
By Theorem 4, fi is a pure potential, since for any g E ZK with 99g 3 0 
we have fi + g ~8 and thus 11 fi + g (jK >, I( fi IIK. Hence in particular 
fi is nonnegative. Therefore 
lJ +fi min(u,f,) = 2 - Iu-fil Eg 
2 - 
Also we have 
4 II mW, f&G 
= II 24 +fi II; + II I u - fi I 11; - 2(u +f1, I u -f1 I) 
=ll~+fiII~+III~-fiIII~-~(~+fi~~-f,~-~~~+f,,I~-f,I-~+f~ 
< II 24 +fi 11°K + II u -fill; - 2(u +f, , u - fi) = 4 II fi 11;. 
(The inequalities follow from Theorem 1 and Theorem 4.) Thus we 
have II minhf& < llfi III and so by uniqueness we must have 
fi = min(u, fi). Similarly fi = min(v,fr) and so fi < min(u, v). Hence 
fi =f* 
We can now prove the following maximum principle: 
THEOREM 6. If PE M+(T) and u,(x) < 1 for XE supp(p), then 
u,(x) < 1 for dx E T. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2 we choose, given 6 > 0, p6 , vs E M+(T) with 
p = Pa + % 9 II V8 II < 6, and u+ continuous. Since 1 is a pure potential, 
we have from Theorem 5 that f = min{l, ZJ~~} is a pure potential. Now 
u '8 - f E C(T) n .@f , so we have 
since s8 < 1 on supp(~~). Hence (u,,~,%J = (f, u,J and SO II u,~II~ < 
\I f IIK. But referring to the proof of Theorem 5 this gives u3 = f. 
Thus u,~ < 1, at least almost everywhere, and thus everywhere, since 
u,~ is continuous. Let M(p) = supVaP K(y), so M(p) < 00 if p > 0. 
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Take x E T - supp(p) and let p = dist (x, supp(p)), so p > 0. Then 
we have u,(x) = u,Jx) + K * G(X) G 1 + M(P) II ~8 II < 1 + M(p)a. 
Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary we have U,(X) < 1. Hence U,(X) < 1 for all 
x E T. 
Let E C T; we define U, C M+(T) by 
U, = {CL E M+(T) : supp(p) C E, and U,,(X) < 1 for x E E}. 
We define the capacity C,(E) of E with respect to K by 
C,(E) = ;;g II II Il. 
If a property holds except on a set E, with C,(E) = 0, we say it holds 
C,-almost everywhere (C,-a.e.). 
LEMMA 3. Let E C T be a Bore1 set. Suppose v E M+(T) is such that 
u, is bounded on E and C,(E) = 0. Then v(E) = 0. In particular, if 
C,(E) = 0 then E has Lebesgue measure zero. 
Proof. Suppose 24, , < M on E. If v(E) > 0 there exists F compact C E 
with v(F) > 0. Define v1 = (V / F)/M. Then vr E U, and v,(E) > 0; 
hence C,(E) > 0. 
THEOREM 7. Wehave 
(i) C, is an increasing set function; 
(3 G(E) = supFoompactCE CKP’); 
(iii) C, is a countably subadditive set function, i.e., 
(iv) C, is translation invariant. 
Proof. (i) is obvious, since if El C E, then Uzl C U, . 
(ii) Given E > 0, there exists v E U, such that v(E) > C,(E) - E. 
Let F = supp(~). We have F is compact and F C E. Y E U, SO C,(F) > 
V(F) = V(E) > C,(E) - E. Thus C,(E) < supFcOmp&cE C,(F). But the 
opposite inequality clearly holds, from (i). 
(iii) Write E = (Jz=, E, . Let TV E U, . There exist Bore1 sets {B,}, 
with B, C E, such that (1 p Ij < x,“=, &B,). Also, given E > 0, there 
exist compact sets {F,}, with F, C B, such that p(F,) > p(BJ - l /2~. 
Then TV I F, E UEm and so E”(F~) < C,(E,). Thus II P II < C,“=I CK(E,) + E 
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and since E > 0 is arbitrary we have )( p 11 < C,“=, C,(E,). Since this 
holds for all t.~ E U, we have C,(E) < Cz=r C,(&). 
(iv) is trivial. 
THEOREM 8. Let F be a compact set. Then there exists p E U, such 
that 
(i) u&(x) = 1 C,-almost everywhere on F; 
(ii) p(F) = C,(F). 
We say that p is the equilibrium measure, and u, is the equilibrium potential 
for F. 
Proof. Let SF C M+(T) be defined by 
8, = (p E M+(T) : supp(p) C F and p(F) = 11. 
Let y = infUEsF I&, CL). (Note that y = co only if C,(F) = 0, in which 
case the theorem is trivial, so we may assume y < co.) 
Take pLn E SF with Ix(pn , pm) 1 y. Since p,(F) = 1 we have by the 
selection principle that there exists a weak convergent subsequence pn, . 
Let pn, ---f p,, weakly. Then p,-, E M+(T), supp(& C F, and /.&F) = 1. 
Thus /Q, E SF. By Theorem 2, lim,~&~, pn,) >, h&, ,po). Hence 
L(P~, pa) < Y and therefore &ho , PA = Y. 
We show u,(x) < y on F and equals y C,-a.e. on F. 
(1) U,(X) > y, C,-a.e. on F. Assume not; then u,,Jx) < y on E C F 
and C,(E) > 0. Since C,(E) > 0 there exists ur E U, with v,(E) > 0. 
Therefore there exists Er C E and E > 0 such that v,(E,) > 0 and 
u,(x) < y - z on E, . Define v = (vr 1 EI)/vl(E1), so v is a distribution of 
unit mass on El with U, < 1 /v,(E,) = M, say. Define pa = (1 - S)po + 6~. 
Then supp(& C F and &F) = 1, i.e., ps E SF. However, 
= (1 - SY j j K(x - Y) 4%(x) 4%(Y) + s2 j j Qx - Y) Wx) 4Y) 
+ w - 8) s jj wx --Y) klw dV(Y) 
= (1 - aI2 I&, 3 P,,) + a2 j U,(Y) W) + W - 4 6 j C,(Y) &Y) 
< (1 - S)2 y + S2M + 2( 1 - 6) S(y - c) 
= y - 2Sr + S2[M - y + 24 < y 
if 6 is small enough. This is a contradiction. 
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(2) u,~(x) < y on supp(& and so u,,Jx) < y everywhere. If 
E = {X E F : u,Jx) < r> then (1) shows C,(E) = 0. Since by definition 
Up, < y on B we have from Lemma 3 that p,,(E) = 0. Now suppose 
there exists x,, E supp(p,,) with uUo(x,,) = y + E. Then by Theorem 2, 
%,W > Y + 42 in a neighborhood of x,, , and since x,, E supp(,u,J this 
neighborhood must have positive p,, measure. However, this contradicts 
the fact that I&,, , p,,) = y. 
Now define p by p = pa/y; clearly p E U, and u,(x) = 1 C,-a.e. on F. 
Let v E U,. Note that E (defined above) = {x EF : u,(x) < l> and 
C,(E) = 0, so by Lemma 3, v(E) = 0. Thus we have p(F) < J u,(x) dp(x) 
(since supp(p) C F, and U, < 1 on F) = j u,(x) dv(x) (by Fubini’s 
theorem) = v(F) ( since v(E) = 0). Therefore p(F) > C,(F) and since 
p E U, we must have p(F) = C,(F). 
THEOREM 9. Let F be a compact subset of T. Let 
(i) fx(F) = [inLsF IK(v, v>l-? 
(ii) uK(F) = inf, v(T), where u, 3 1 C,-a.e. on F; 
(iii) -rK(F) = sup, v(F), where u, < 1 on F. 
Then pK(F) = u,(F) = T,(F) = CK(F). Also, there exists a v E S, such 
that pK(F) = [I&, ~>I-’ ( we will call v a solution to (i)), and there exist 
so2utions to (ii) and (iii). 
Proof. Let I”, cl,, be the measures defined in Theorem 8. Recall that 
if a subset E of F has capacity zero then p(E) = 0. 
(9 Y = W. 9 po) = ink,, I&v, v) and p = pO/y so C,(F) = p(F) = 
j- u&> G(x) = &(P> P) = 1 I ” I ( Y g p. , po) = l/r” * Y = l/r = P&? i.e., 
PK(F) = Cd?- 
(ii) If U, >, 1 C,-a.e. on F, then C,(F) = p(F) < SuV dp = JuU dv < 
J-dv = v(T). Th us C,(F) < uK(F). But C,(F) = p(F) = p(T) and 
u, > 1 C,-a.e. on F. Thus C,(F) = oK(F). 
(iii) If U, < 1 on F, then C,(F) > SF U, dp = SF u,, dv > v(F). Thus 
C,(F) 2 T,(F). But U, < 1 on F, so C,(F) = TV. 
THEOREM 10. The solution of Theorem 9 (i) is unique. The solution of 
(iii) is unique. If p is the unique solution of (i) and v is the unique solution 
of (iii) then we have v = C,(F) * p. 
Proof. Let p, v be two solutions of (i). By the proof of Theorem 8 
we know that u, < I/C,(F) everywhere and equals l/C,(F) C,-a.e. on F. 
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Thus Ju,, dv = l/C,(F). Therefore I&, p) + IJv, v) - 21&.4, v) = 0. 
Let p be a solution of (i). Then u’ = C,(F)~ is a solution of (iii). Let v 
be another solution of (iii). Then I&A’, ,A’) + IK(v, V) - 21&‘, v) < 
G(F) - 2Gg) + C,(F) < 0. 
Thus we need only show that if p, v E M+(T) are such that u, , u, 
are bounded and I&, ,A) + IK(v, V) - 21&, v) < 0 then ~1 = v. But 
since u, , u, are bounded we have from Theorem 3 that 
(44 9 uu) + (u, , u,) - 34, 9 %) G 0. 
Hence (u, - u, , u, - u,) < 0. Therefore we must have 11 u, - u, IIK = 0. 
Thus z&(n) = G,(n) for all n E Z and so F(n) = c(n) for all n E Z. 
Therefore TV E v. 
THEOREM 11. Let F be a compact subset of T. Then we have C,(F) = 
infoopen3~ G(O). 
Proof. Let 0, = {X E T : d(x, F) < l/n}, so 0, is open and 0,3 F. 
Let t+, E Uo, be such that C,(O,) >, ~~(0%) > C,(O,) - l/n. We have 
p,(T) < C,(O,) < C,(T) < 00. Thus there exists a weakly convergent 
subsequence pFLni . Let p?zi -+ p weakly. Then supp(p) C F and by 
Theorem 2 we have u,(x) < 1; thus p E U, . Therefore C,(F) >, p(F) = 
lim + ,QO,J = liq,, G(O,,) > infoopen3)F G(O). The opposite in- 
equality clearly holds, so the result follows. 
THEOREM 12. Let p, v E M+(T) be such that u, , uv are bounded. Let 
El = ix E supp(p) u supp(v) : u,(x) > u,(x)} and suppose that C,(E,) = 0. 
Then El = {x E T : u,(x) > u”(x)}; i.e., we huae z+,(x) < u,(x) fog all 
x E T -, (supp(p) u supp(v)). Thus also u, < uti C,-a.e. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2, we choose, given 6 > 0, pa , v, E M+(T) with 
TV = tag + v, , I( vs I( < 6 and u,* continuous. Since u,& < u, we must have 
u,~ < u, on supp(p) u supp(v) C,-a.e. Thus u,~ < u, everywhere on 
supp(cL) u suPP(4 ( since (X E supp(p) U supp(v) : uq(x) > u,(x)} is open 
in supp(p) u SUPP(4 and by Lemma 3 has zero measure with respect 
to p and v). Now u, + 6 is a pure potential so by Theorem 5 
w = min(u,B , u, + S} is a pure potential. But uGs - w is continuous. [Let 
E = {X : u,(x) + 6 > Us,}. Then E is open and E 3 supp(p) u supp(v). 
Write E = (J,“=r I, as the disjoint union of the open intervals I,, . Then 
for some N we have u,“=, I, 3 supp(p) u supp(v). But u,,~ - w is clearly 
continuous on T - u,“==, I, , and is zero on i?(T - uzzl In); also 
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I.4 - w is zero on u,“=, I, . Thus uUg - w is continuous.] Therefore 
(2, - WY %J = s (uua - w) dp8 = 0, i.e., (uLLa , u,~) = (w, u,~). Thus 
lip,& <IIwII,.Th P f e roo now follows exactly the proof of Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 13. For any sets A, B C T we have 
G(A u B) + GA-4 n B) < G&q + Gcw. 
Proof. We prove the theorem first for compact sets: Let Fl , F2 be 
compact. Let pr, be the equilibrium measure for Fl (i.e., the measure 
obtained in Theorem 8). Write u(F,) for uPp . Similarly we obtain the 
equilibrium measures and potentials for Fi , Fl v F, , and Fl n F, . 
We show that u(F, u FJ + u(F, n F,) < u(F,) + u(F,) C,-a.e. on 
F,uF,. 
(i) Fl n F, : on Fl n F, we have u(F, u F.J + u(F, n F,) = 2 C,-a.e.; 
u(F,) + u(F,) = 2 C,-a.e. 
(ii) Fl - F, : on Fl - F, we have u(F, u F,) = 1 C,-a.e.; u(F,) = 1 
C,-a.e.; u(F, n F,) < u(Fz), by Theorem 12, since u(F, n Ft) < u(FJ 
C,-a.e. on SUP~(CL~,~~,) u supp(pF2) (= FJ. Therefore 
up, u F,) + 4F, n F2) < up,) + @A 
C,-a.e. on Fl - F, . 
(iii) F, - Fl : same proof as (ii). Thus we do have u(F, u F,) + 
u(F, n F,) < u(F,) + u(F,) C,-a.e. on Fl u F, . Hence, applying 
Theorem 12 to the measures pFIUF, -i- ,+@ and PF, + pF, we get 
u(Fl u F,) + u(F, n F,) < u(F,) + u(F,) C,&e. Thus II pFluF, II + 
II PF,~F, 11 < 11 PF, II + 11 h, I/ ( since for any p E M+(T) we have II U, ]I1 = 
II Klll - II P II>. Th ere ore CK(Fl u F,) + C,(F, n F,) < G(F,) +CK(F2). f 
Now for general subsets A, B of T, the theorem follows easily on 
using Theorem 7 (ii). Thus we have 
THEOREM 14. 
(i) If& t E, then CA%) t C,(E). 
(ii) If F, -1 F, and F, are compact, then C,(F,) J C,(F). 
Proof. For convenience we will assume that E, , E are Borel- 
measurable. (The proof is easily adapted if they are not.) 
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(i) Clearly limlt+m C,(E,) < C,(E). Take p E U, with p(E) > 
CAE) - E. Since E, t E we have p(E,) 7 p(E). Let F, be compact 
with F, C E, and p(FJ > &Em) - E. But then p 1 F, E UE,, so 
C,(E,) > p(F,J. Thus limn-tco C&Y,) > C&E) - 2r. Since E > 0 is 
arbitrary we have limn+Lo C,(E,) = C,(E). 
(ii) Clearly lim,,, C,(F,) > C,(F). Let pn E UP, be such that 
P#‘,) > G(Fn) - ~4 Since we have 11 pn Ij < C,(T), there exists a 
weakly convergent subsequence /J~, . Let pn, + p0 weakly. Then we 
have supp(& C nT=i Fn, CF. Also by Theorem 2 (ii) we have u,,~ < 1 
and so p0 E U, . Thus 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary we have limn-too C,(F,) = C,(F). 
If E C T we define the outer capacity of E with respect to K, written 
G*(E), by 
If C,(E) = C,*(E) we say that E is capacitable. 
Clearly every open set is capacitable, and Theorem 11 shows that 
every compact set is capacitable. 
LEMMA 4. LetA,CB,C T,n = 1,2 ,... . Then 
Proof. From Theorem 13 we have 
CK(B, u (& u 4)) + c&4 n (4 u 4)) < G(4) + G(4 u 4 
Thus since B, u (B, u A,) = B, u B, and A, C B, n (B, u A,), we 
have 
In a similar way we have 
(**) G@, u 4) + C,(4) 9 G@,) + G(4 u 4 
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Adding (*) and (**) gives 
G(Bl u B,) - GM u A,) < i (Cd&) - GMJ). 
n=l 
It now easily follows by induction that 
c(pL) - CK (@h) < ~l(c,Pn) - c&%8. 
Thus 
c, (ph) - CK ($g < @d&l - C&%)). 
THEOREM 15. If E, t E then C,*(E,) t C,*(E). 
Proof. Clearly we need only show that 
C,“(E) < p2 cK*vAJ. 
Take 0, open, 0,3 E, such that 
CK(W G c,*w + $ - 
Then lime+, C,(O,) = limn+m C,*(E,). From Lemma 4 we have 
C, (0 G) - G(o,) = CK ((J CL) - c, ( (j 0, * OS) m=l .rn=l / 7X=1 
< i c,(o,) - c,(O, * 0,) < i 5 < E 
WI=1 WL=l 
(since we have C,*(E,) ,< CJO, n 0,) 6 CK(O,) < CK*(J%) $- E/W* 
Thus 
lim C, 
n+m ( 1 
6 0, < $2 C,(O,) + f. 
TtZ=l 
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But from Theorem 14 limn+m C&L 0,) = G<UL=, 0,). Write 
0 = (J,“=, 0, . Then we have 0 open and 0 r> E. Thus 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary we must have 
THEOREM 16. Every analytic set is cupacitable (and thus every BoreE 
set is capacitable). 
Proof. Let 5 denote the compact subsets of T. We have C,* is an 
increasing set function defined for all subsets of T. 
Theorem 15 gives that if E, are any subsets of T, and E, 7 E, then 
G*(J%) t G*(E)- 
From Theorem 14 and Theorem 11 we have that if F, E 5, and 
F, 1 F, then CK*(Fn) J. C,*(F). Thus C,* is an “abstract capacity” on 
(T, 3) (as defined by Gustave Choquet in “Forme abstraite du theoreme 
de capacitabilite,” Ann&es de L’htitut Fourier 9 (1959), pp. 83-89). 
Therefore we have for any analytic subset E of T that 
G*(E) = ;yi CK”(Q 
FCE 
(This is proved in the above-mentioned paper.) On using Theorem 11 
and Theorem 7 (ii) this gives C,*(E) = C,(E), i.e., every analytic set 
is capacitable. 
3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SUITABLE KERNELS 
In Section 2 we started with a sequence A, : Z -+ R such that 
0 < A, < A, and A, = A-, . We then made the following assumptions 
concerning the sequence: 
(1) For every h > 0 we have {l/(X, + A)}:=-, is positive definite; 
(2) There exists K E Ll( T), with K continuous in R, infinite only 
at 0, and such that R(n) = l/An ; 
(3) There exists a constant ci such that for all 0 < x < y < r 
we have K(y) < ciK(~); 
(4) There exists a constant ca such that for all 0 < x < 77/2 we 
have K(x) < c&(2x). 
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We will now find some conditions on {X,} to ensure that the above 
four conditions hold. For convenience we will write a, = R(n). 
If {h,} is concave, increasing (to oo), then (1) and (2) hold. [Since 
then for any h > 0 we have {h + h,} is concave, increasing, and so 
l/(h + X,) is decreasing convex, and is thus positive definite. It 
is well-known that if {a,] is convex, decreasing to 0, then there 
exists K satisfying (2), with J?(n) = a, . In fact, we can write K(x) = 
C,“=. (n + 1) A2a,fG(x) ( w h ere K, is the n-th Fejer kernel).] 
We will now assume that {an> is such that a, > 0, a, -+ 0 as n + co, 
da, < 0, A2an > 0, A3an < 0. We write 
K(X) = f A%,(n + l)&(x) = ---& i A2un sin2 (w x) 
?I=0 sin2 _ 7k=O 
0 2 
2an sin2 (w x) + n=$‘+l 4% sin2 (q x)), 
where N(X) = [z-/2x - 11. We have 
g A2a, sin2 
n=N(e)+l 
(q x) G n=ij+l A2an = -Aa,(, < -Aa,(,) . 
Also 
N(X) 
c A2a, sin2 
W=O 
(wx) > ;I<: A2a, (q,"x2 
> $ A%,(,) Nf (n + 1)2x2 (since A3un < 0) 
?I=0 
=&A2a NdW) + lPw) + 2)(2Wx) + 3)x2 
> ” &,(,, @+) + l)(N(x) + 2)(2N(x) + 3, 
' 679 4(W) + q2 
>, &A2aNdW4 + 1). 
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Therefore if there exists a constant c such that 
(*I I h& I < ;d2a& + l), 
then we have p(x) < K(x) < (c + 1) p(x), where 
n + I)42 a, ,x. K ( ) 
But it is easy to see that p(x) 1 as x 7. So given 0 < x < y < m we 
have K(y) < (c + 1) p(y) < (c + 1) p(x) < (c + 1) K(x). Thus if (*) 
holds, then K satisfies (3). But we also have 
N(X) 
c 
A2a,, sin2 A2a, sin2((n + 1) X) 
?Z=O 
< 2 A2a, sin2((n + 1) x). 
?+O 
Therefore 
(c+l) * K(x) < (c + 1) ~(4 d - C A2a, sin2((n + 1) X) 
sin2 X TZ=O 
0 2 
= (c + 1) ~ sin2x K(2x) < 4(c + 1) K(h). 
sin2 X 
0 2 
Hence if (+) holds, then K also satisfies (4). 
We now consider functions h E C3(R+) such that if we put h, = h(n) 
and a, = l/X,, then a, >, 0, a,+O, Aa, < 0, A2a, > 0, A3a, < 0 
and (*) holds. Let X E P(R+) and let a = l/h. Then we have a’ = --h’/h2, 
a” = [--X9” + 2X(h’)2]/h4. Thus if h >, 0, h’ > 0, x” < 0, h”’ 2 0, 
then we have a > 0, a’ < 0, a” > 0, a”’ < 0. Also if there exists a 
constant c such that X’(x) < c(1 + X) ( X”(x)\, then we have 
Qx) I 44 = h2(X) G 41 + -4 !gy < c(1 + x) (* + ww2 A”(x) ) 
= c(1 + X) a"(x). 
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This leads us to define a subset N of C3(R+) by: h E N if h E C3(R+) 
and h > 0, h(x) + co as x + co, A’ > 0, A” < 0, A“’ > 0, and there 
exists a constant c such that h’(x) < c(1 + x) 1 X”(x)l. Then we have 
shown the following result: 
If h E N and we put A, = h(n), then (l), (2), (3), (4) hold. 
We also have 
(a) N is a positive cone in C3(R+). 
(b) If we define MC C3(R+) by: X E M if X > 0, X(x) + 00 as 
x+ 00, A’ > 0, x” < 0, and h” 3 0, then we have that if f E M and 
g E N, then f 0 g E N. [Let h = f 0 g. Then h’(x) = f  ‘( g(x)) g’(x); 
X”(x) = f  “( g(x))( g’(x))” +f’( g(x))g”(x). Thus h E M. But since g E N 
there exists a constant c such that g’(x) < c(1 + x) / g”(x)\ and so 
X’(x) = f’(g(x))g’(x) < c(l + x) If’(g(x))g”(x)l < 41 + 4 I X”(x)l. 
Thus h E N.] 
(c) log(x + 2) E N; (x + 1)~ E N, for 0 < N < 1. [Thus from (b) 
we have that any iterated logarithm is in N]. 
(d) Let b, >, 0 be such that C,“=O b, < 00. Then there exists h E N 
such that Cr==, b&n) < CD. [We can certainly find f~ M such that 
C,“=, b,f (z) < co. Let h(x) = f  ((x + l)‘/“). Then from (b) we have that 
h E N. But for x > 2 we have (x + 1)rj2 < x, and since f’ > 0 we 
therefore have A(n) <f(n) f or n >, 2. Thus zr==, 6,X(n) < co]. 
From (d) it immediately follows that if f  E 5Z2(T) then there exists a 
kernel K satisfying the regularity conditions of Section 2 with f  E ZK . 
[We know CIzz=,(\p(,)\2 + \.p(-n)12) < CD, so from (d) there exists 
X E N such that 
But there exists a kernel K of the right type and with J?(H) = l/h(n). 
Therefore f  E XK .] 
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4. SOME CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
We will first prove an inequality for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
function. 
Given f E C(T) with f > 0 we define the (right) Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal function off, denoted 8, , by 
e,(x) = sup ; /Z+hf(t) dt. 
h>O z 
In what follows K will be a kernel satisfying the regularity conditions 
of Section 2. We will show that there exists a constant 7rK such that 
if f E &K and f > 0, then for all h > 0 we have 
We use the following well-known fact: Let f ELM with f > 0, and 
let E = {X : e,(x) > 11. E is open, so write E = u,& 1j as the disjoint 
union of the open intervals Ii . Then J1 f dm = m(IJ for each i. (Here 
m is Lebesgue measure on T, normalized so that m(T) = 1.) (The 
above result can be proved using the Sunrise Lemma of F. Riesz. It 
immediately gives the weak L1 inequality for the maximal function, viz., 
that m({x : e,(x) > 4) < l/X Ilf II1 .) 
The following theorem plays an important role in proving (5): 
THEOREM 17. Let G = Qtl Gj C T be the disjoint union of the open 
intervals G, ,..., G,. Let 
9v dm > m(GJ, j = l,..., N 
I 
, 
and suppose f E 8. Then there exists u E d with u > 0, 11 u IJK < 11 f I&, 
and u = K * u0 , 
II uo III = II u II? 
where u. = C,“=, qxc, for some constants a* >, 0. Also 
Proof. d is convex, nonempty, and a closed subset of XX (this 
follows since 11 v,ll, < l/d/x,, 11 v llK). Let u E d be the unique element 
with minimum norm. If w E ZK with 9w > 0, then u + w E d and so 
11 u + w IIK > II u IIK. Therefore by Theorem 4 we have that u is a pure 
607/6/I-7 
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potential. There thus exists p E M+(T) such that for all g E C(T) n ZK 
we have 
We also know that u > 0, and a, = K * TV. 
Now if w E 2, with JGI Ww dm 3 0, j = l,..., N, then for any h > 0 
we have u + hw E &, and so Ij ti + hw IIK 3 Ij u lIK. But this can only 
happen if W(w, u) > 0. Thus if w is also continuous we have from (6) 
that J92w dp > 0. Therefore, using the fact that C( 7’) n A$ is dense 
in C(T) we have: If g E C(T) with JG1 L%?g dm. 3 0, j = l,..., N, then 
J 2g dp > 0. This implies that supp(p) C G. 
Now let w E &$ be such that SC, .%w dm 3 m(Gj), j = l,..., N. 
Then for 0 < 6 < 1 we have (1 -8)u+6w~8. Thus 11~11~ < 
ll(l - 8)~ + 6~4~ IIK , i.e., 
(24, 24) < (I - q2 (24, 24) + 2S( 1 - 6) qw, 24) + S2(w, w). 
Therefore 
0 < -2qu, u) + 26~(w, 24) + S”[(u, u) - 29qzu, 24) + (w, w)]. 
Since this holds for arbitrarily small 6 > 0, we have 
B’(w, 4 2 (% u). 
So if w is also continuous (6) gives 
Using again the density of C( 7’) n A$ in C( 7’) we have that if g E C(T) 
with JG,- &?g dm > m(Gi), j = 1,. . ., N, then 
(7) 
Similarly if w E ZK is such that SGY Ww dm < m( G,), j = I,..., N, 
then we have for 0 < 6 < 1 that (1 + 6)~ - SW E 8. Thus I/ u (iK < 
11(1 + S)u - 6w IIK . Therefore 
0 < 26(u, u) - 2sqw, u) + P[(u, 24) - 2W(w, 24) + (w, w)] 
and so %(w, u) < (u, ZJ), 
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Again using (6) and the fact that C(T) n SK is dense in C(T) we 
have that if g E C(T) with JG, 63!g dm < m(GJ, j = l,..., N, then 
(8) s sg 4 < (u, 4
Therefore from (7) and (8) 
m(GJ, j = l,..., N, then 
we have that if g E C(T) with Jc,. .%?g dm = 
(9) s Bg dp = (u, u). 
But (9) implies that p must have constant density on each Gi . Thus 
we have dp = u,, dm, where u0 = EYE1 ajxGj , and since p >, 0, we must 
have CQ > 0. 
Also, putting g = 1 in (9) we have ]I TV 11 = ]I u0 l/t = II u 11:. Finally, 
since f E d we have I\ u ]IK < I]fllK . 
We use the notation that if I is an open interval in T, then f is the 
open interval which has the same midpoint as I, and has length three 
times that of I. 
LEMMA 5. Let G = u,“=, Gi C T be the disjoint union of the open 
intervals G, ,..., G, . Suppose also that c1 ,..., GN are disjoint. Let 
u0 = Cj”==, ajxc, with CQ >, 0, and let u = K * u0 . Then we have 
with cQ = max(ci2c2 , 2(1 + cl)} (where c1 , c2 were defined in (3), (4) of 
Section 2). 
Proof. Recall from Section 2 that we have: If 0 < x < y < rr,- then 
K(j) < c,K(x); if 0 < x < 7r/2, then K(x) < c,K(&). 
Suppose 0 < s < x < y < 2s < rr. Then K(y) < clK(x), and 
K(x) < c,WW < clczK(y). If 1 x j > n/2, ( y [ > ~12 (identifying T 
with (-VT, v]), then K(x) < c,K(7r/2) f clczK(m) < ~~~c~K(y). There- 
fore for any x,yET with 1x1 >s, IyI as, Jx-y( <s, we have 
K(x) < c12c2K(y). .Write u = x3:, 0ljU.j , where uj = K * xc, . 
To prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that for 1 < i, j < N, 
we have max,.cf z+(x) < c3 minzfc, ui(x). 
Suppose first that i # j. Let x, y E G, , t E G, . Then since Gi n Gi = a 
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we have ( x - t I 3 / Gj j, I y - t 1 3 I Gj I, 1(x - t) - (y - t)l = 
Ix-yi<lGJ.Th f ere ore K(x - t) < c12c2K(y - t). Thus Us = 
.L, K(x - t) dt < ci%a JG, K(y - t) dt = ci2c2ui( y). Therefore , 
Now suppose that i = j. Let X, y E Gj . Then 
q(x) = j”,. K(x - t) dt < 2 /;I’ K(t) dt 
I 
< 2(1 + Cl) ,:‘“” K(t) dt < 2(1 + cl> uj(r). 
Therefore max,,cj r+(x) < cs minzEGi Z+(X). 
LEMMA 6. Let G = lJj”=l Gj C T be the disjoint union of the open 
intervals G, ,..., G, . Suppose also that c’l ,..., e, are disjoint. Then 
where cq = ~c,c,~. 
Proof. Let Hj = Gj, and H = uj”=, Hj . G = Uj”=, Gj is compact, 
so let p be the equilibrium measure for G (obtained in Section 2, 
Theorem 8). Let pLi = p 1 Gj . If x E Gj , we write xr = x - I Gi /, 
x, = x + 1 Gj /. Let vi be the measure on gj obtained by placing 
three copies of-pj side by side; let v = Cj”=, vi . 
Now if XEG~, yeRj, and tE~i (i #j), then either \y- tl < 
Ix-tl,inwhichcaseK(x-t)<c,K(y-t),orIy-tl >lx-tl, 
inwhichcasely-tt<3lx--tl,andthus 
K(x - t) < c,%I(4(x - t)) < c1c22K(y - t); 
in both cases we have K(x - t) < c1cz2K(y - t). Thus 
s K(x - t) d&t) < c1c22 s K(y - t) dCLi(t) < c& J‘ K(y - t) dv*(t). 
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But clearly we have 
J Iqx - t) dpj(t) < J I+, - t) dVj@). 
Therefore we have UJX) < c~c~~u,(x), u,(x) < c1c2’%(~J, U,,(X) < 
c1c2au,(x,.). Thus U, > l/c,c, 2 C,-a.e. on II, and so by Theorem 9 
we have 1) VII 2 l/ c1c22 C,(Ef). But 11 v 11 = 3 11 p 11 = 3&(G). Therefore 
c,(R) < 3C,C22c,(@ 
However, it is clear that C,(R) = C,(H) and Cx(G) = Cx(G) (since 
a finite number of points has zero capacity). Thus 
THEOREM 18. If f e s’& and f > 0, then for all h > 0 we have 
C&x : Bt(x) > A)) < rK/h2 1) f 11; (where we can take 72K = 3c,c,). 
Proof. Let E = {X : 6,(x) > l}. Write E = (Jj”=-Ii as the disjoint 
union of the open intervals I3 . 
As previously noted we have 
(10) I Iff dm = m(Ij) for all j. 
Let E, = (JE, Ij , and let EM’ = @!, f3 . Let ljI ,..., f;. be a minimal 
subset of 1, ,..., IM having the property EM’ = lJ~=, Ii, . We choose the 
indexes j, ,..., jS so that fjI ,..., f;, is a counterclockwisk ordering of the 
intervals. Let 
Then EM’ = H,, u H, u &, , so 
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Thus the capacity of one of H,, , H, , Ij,, must be greater than or 
equal to @,(.I?,‘). Without loss of generality we will suppose that 
C,(H,) 3 &‘K(E,V’). But the intervals comprising Ho are disjoint, so 
we have constructed a subcollection G, ,..., G, of II ,..., IM such that 
Cl )...) G, are disjoint and C,(~,“,, z;.) 3 &‘K(U,“_l~i). Thus we have 
(by Lemma 6); that is, 
Let u be the function obtained in Theorem 17. Then from (10) we 
have llfll~ > II u UK. We have Jo,. y dm 2 m(G& j = l,..., N, so 
max,.G, U(X) > 1, j = l,..., N. But since G, ,..., G, are disjoint we 
have by Lemma 5 that U(X) > l/c, on uLI Gj . Thus by Theorem 9 we 
have II u 11: = II u0 II1 3 l/c, CK(uj”=l Gj). Therefore from (11) we have 
Cd-&w) < 3~4 II u II; < 3~4 Ilflli . 
Letting M -+ GO and using Theorem 14 this gives 
C,(E) 6 3~4 II f II; . 
Finally, replacing f by f/h gives 
The inequality obtained in Theorem 18 can be used to prove that 
if f E ZK then the Abel sums off converge C,-a.e. To prove this we 
introduce a left maximal function, and a two-sided maximal function 
as follows: Let f ill with f > 0; then we define 
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Clearly we have 2qr(x) < 0,(x) + O;(X). Also, -from symmetry we must 
have that if f E ZK and f >, 0, then for all X > 0 
therefore we have 
Write P,.( f, X) for the r-th Abel sum off at x. It is well-known that 
if f ELl(T) and f > 0 then 
We now use (12) and (13) to prove 
THEOREM 19. Suppose f E SK ; then the Abel sums of f converge 
C,-a.e. 
Proof: Let E = (x : iJiGr+l G( f, x) - &IL, P,( f, x) > 01, and sup- 
pose C,(E) > 0. Then from Theorem 14 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
C,(E,) > 0, where 
Now the Abel sums of any continuous function converge everywhere 
(in fact uniformly), so if g E C(T) n XK we have 
E, = {x : 5 P,.(f - g, X) - ii!J pr(f - g* x, ’ ‘1. 
Therefore 
Thus from (13) we have E6 C (x : vlfPsl(x) > S/2}, and so (12) gives 
Cd%) d 8~46~ II If - g I II:. H ence by Theorem 1 we have C,(E,) < 
87d~2 II f - g II:. 
But C(T) n if& is dense in XK , so there exists g E C(T) n SK with 
Ilf - g II: < S2GdWh . Thisis a contradiction, and thus C,(E) = 0. 
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There is another theorem closely related to Theorem 19 which we 
give here. 
THEOREM 20. Let f E T&, and write F(x) = $f(t) dt. Then F has a 
derivative C,-a.e. 
Proof. This is proved using exactly the same techniques as Theorem 
19, here applied to the functions or, 0,‘. We will omit the details of 
the proof. 
We will now obtain an inequality of the type in Theorem 18 for 
the maximal Hilbert transform. 
The two-sided maximal function vr has already been introduced for 
f E L1( T) with f > 0. For convenience we will now denote it by p’( f, x), 
and extend its definition to functions which are not necessarily non- 
negative, viz., if f E L1( T) we define 
Now if f ELl(T) we define H(f ), the Hilbert transform off, by 
H(f, x> = j tan ;“;? dm(t). 
[By this we mean H(f, X) = lim,,, HE(f, x), where 
fw9 4 = j f(t) 
Ir--tl>Etan (X; t jdm(‘). 
It can be shown that hm,,, H,(f, x) exists for a.e. x E T.] 
If f EL2(T) then it is known that H(f) E L2(T) and in fact H(f) is 
the conjugate function off, i.e., 
s)(n) = -i sgn $(n). 
Thus if f E SK we have H(f) E XK and 
II Wf >llK < Ilf Ilx . 
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Let f E,U(T); we will define H*( f ), the maximal Hilbert transform 
off, by 
H*(f, 4 = ;;; K(f, 4 = s;t j,,,,, f(t) ‘t-(“;t,dm@). 
The following theorem can now easily be proved: 
THEOREM 21. If f E XK , then for all h > 0 we have 
Proof. It can be proved that if f EP( T) then for all x E T we have 
H*(f, 4 G PWW, 4 + df, 4. 
(For a proof see Chapter IV of “Topics in Almost Everywhere Con- 
vergence,” by Adrian0 M. Garsia.) Thus 
I 
x : H*(f, x) > A c 
I I x : #f(f), x) > ; u x : a(f, x) > ; I I I , 
and so 
But from (12) and Theorem 1 we have that if g E SK then 
G((x : dg, 4 > 4 < +&. 
Thus 
CK({X : H*(f, 4 > 4) < 
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